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Cadets

Inkart Championship 2014

Heat 1
Logan Parker was on a
mission in race 1, jumping
straight past Alex Bomberg
off the start and then making
his way past Michael
Burrows later in the lap to
take the lead. Philip Berry
made a good start and got
ahead of Alex Bomberg into

the tunnel, unfortunately for
Bomberg, he couldn’t get
back onto the racing line and
Alex Whipday also made it
through. Michael, still
chasing Logan trying to make
an overtake, looks to be
faster, but Logan - not letting

Michael get to him, holds a
good, slightly defensive line
to take the race win.

passing Nathan Smith into
the tunnel. Alex Bomberg
had a go up the inside of
Thomas Oxley at turn 1, but
made contact with Thomas Thomas spun across the
front of Alex’s kart, but a
quick recovery meant he held
his position, so no black flag

was awarded. Andres closed
Alex Whipday towards the
end of the race but was too
far back to try and overtake.
Alex took the race win
followed by Andres then
Nathan Smith.

Heat 2
Jenson Turnbull, on his
return to Daytona and his
first round of Inkart, opted to
start from the back of the grid
while he got up to speed. All
drivers held position off the
start. Andres was the first
driver to make an overtake,

Heat 3
Heat 3 saw a lot of contact in
the opening lap. Eric Su
made an overtake stick on
nd
Philip Berry for 2 , while
Logan managed to hold his
P1 grid spot. Michael
Burrows and Nathan Smith
both managed to pass the

less experienced Jonathon
and Jenson, to put
th
th
themselves into 4 and 5 .
Logan put in a faultless race
to take the heat win, ahead
of Eric Su and Phil Berry.

Heat 4
Andres on pole for heat 4
made a small mistake into
turn 1, forcing him to go
defensive into turn 2. Alex
Bomberg got the cutback and
took the race lead, with
Thomas and Logan also
managing to pass Jacob off
the starting line, before

Logan got the inside line into
turn 1 to pass Thomas going
into lap 2. Phil looked to be
struggling for pace, as Alex
Whipday, Logan and Thomas
were all close behind him,
looking to a way through. At
the front, Andres continues to

st

chase Alex Bomberg for 1 .
A nervous moment for Alex,
as the approach backmarker
Jacob. Jacob does the right
thing and pulls out of the way
around turn 1 to let them
through. Alex holds on for the
win ahead of Andres and
Phil.

Heat 5
Andres makes a good start
th
from 7 to pass Jonathon
and Jenson, he then goes on
to pass Jacob on lap 2,
th
getting himself into 4 .
Michael Burrows hassled
Thomas for the race lead, but
but not close enough to try

an overtake. Andres now on
the back of Nathan Smith,
but makes a mistake into
hairpin 4 and loses some
time. Andres gets his head
down and catches Nathan,
again managing to get the
cutback and inside line into

the tunnel to make it stick.
Thomas just holds on, to take
the win with Michael
alongside him over the line.
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Heat 6
An unfortunate start for
Jacob saw him get pushed
out wide, causing him to lose
control and spin before the
bridge. Eric Su holds the
race lead ahead of Thomas
and Michael, Alex Whipday
going for the inside line on

nd

Alex Bomberg into the
tunnel, but the door is closed.
and he backs out, allowing
Logan to pass. Eric Su takes
a very strong race win, with
Thomas and Michael having
another great battle right to
the line. Thomas again just

holds on to take 2

place.

and loses 2 more places to
Eric and Alex Bomberg
th
dropping him down into 5 .
Nathan looks to be struggling
to keep with Andres’ pace
and drops back towards Eric,
who pulls off a very nice
overtake around the top of

the circuit to take 2 . Into the
final lap Andres has a good
nd
lead. Eric finishes 2 , and
Alex Bomberg makes an
overtake on Nathan to claim
rd
3 position.

Heat 7
Andres again makes a good
nd
start straight up into 2
place, passing Nathan. Both
drivers then pass Jonathon
Yates into the downramp
hairpin, moving them up into
st
nd
1 and 2 . Jonathon was
thrown off a bit by this move,

nd

The Finals
The B-Final got off to an
eventful start, with Phil Berry
trying to defend his position
by moving across the circuit.
He cuts across the front of
Nathan Smith and spins
himself down to last. Alex
Whipday made a very good
start, and pulled away
instantly.
Due to the dramatic start, all
drivers were very spread out,
leaving Alex to take the race
win ahead of Nathan Smith
and Jonathon Yates.

The A-Final start saw Logan
tucking right in behind
Andres and looking for an
early overtake. Thomas loses
a position to Michael Burrows
in the opening lap with
Andres pulling away in the
lead of the race. Eric now
right behind Logan and trying
to find a way past. Michael
th
now in 4 , sets fastest lap of
the race while chasing down
Eric and Logan. Michael puts
in a new lap record and joins
the battle - there is nothing

between the 3 drivers as we
approach the end of the race.
Michael gets alongside Eric
into the final corners, moving
the barriers out of his path.
Eric forces Michael wide and
manages to keep the
position. This brings Thomas
into the battle as we go into
the final lap. Andres take a
dominant race win ahead of
Logan Parker, with Eric just
rd
holding on to take 3
position.

